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Abstract The Q & U Bolometric Interferometer for Cosmology, QUBIC, is an innovative
experiment designed to measure the polarization of the Cosmic Microwave Background and
in particular the signature left therein by the inflationary expansion of the Universe. The
expected signal is extremely faint, thus extreme sensitivity and systematic control are nec-
essary in order to attempt this measurement. QUBIC addresses these requirements using an
innovative approach combining the sensitivity of Transition Edge Sensor cryogenic bolome-
ters, with the deep control of systematics characteristic of interferometers. This makes
QUBIC unique with respect to others classical imagers experiments devoted to the CMB
polarization. In this contribution we report a description of the QUBIC instrument including
recent achievements and the demonstration of the bolometric interferometry performed in
lab. QUBIC will be deployed at the observation site in Alto Chorrillos, in Argentina at the
end of 2019.
Keywords Cosmic Microwave Background, Cosmology, Gravitational Waves, Polariza-
tion, Bolometric Interferometer, Stokes polarimeter, Transition-Edge Sensors
1 Introduction
The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) is one of the major tools in cosmology. Mea-
surements of the CMB anisotropies and the linear polarization originated by the density
(scalar) fluctuations in the primordial plasma, are allowing cosmologists to delineate a cos-
mological Standard Model entering in an era of precision cosmology. Density perturbations
generate a characteristic curl-free pattern of CMB polarization which has been observed by
several experiments (see eg. [1, 2]). The search of the signature of an inflationary expansion
of the Universe in its very early stage, is the next milestone in modern cosmology. This is
possible by means of the detection of the curl component of the polarization of the CMB, B-
modes, originated by tensor perturbations (a stochastic background of gravitational waves)
generated during the predicted inflationary exponential expansion of the Universe occurred
when it was only ∼10−35s old. The energy scale (the potential V) at which inflation took
place, can be described in terms of the ratio between the amplitude of tensor and scalar
fluctuations, the tensor-to-scalar ratio r:
V 1/4 ≈
( r
0.01
)1/4
(1016GeV) (1)
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A value of r close to 0.01 would imply an energy scale close to what is theoretically foreseen
by grand unified theories of fundamental interactions. We stress, however, that there is no
firm prediction for the value of r in inflationary models. A detection of primordial B-modes
of the polarization of the CMB (as opposed to gravitational lensing-induced B-modes), at
angular scales ranging from several degrees to .1◦ would represent a footprint of this early
inflationary phase. The expected signal is extremely weak and can be as low as a few nK or
lower. Polarized foreground signals and instrumental systematics have to be extremely well
characterized and controlled. So far, no experiments have been able to detect the primordial
B-modes of the CMB polarization. The best upper limits are those set by the BICEP-Keck
collaboration to a level of r <0.07 at 95% C.L. [2].
The Q & U Bolometric Interferometer for Cosmology (QUBIC) [3, 4, 5, 6] is designed
to measure B-modes, or set upper limits down to a level of r <0.01. This will be done by
observing the sky in two spectral bands centered at frequencies of 150GHz and 220GHz,
for an efficient foreground removal, with spectroscopic capability within each observational
band. QUBIC aims at controlling the systematic effects by acquiring the interferometric
pattern of the observed sources, and performing the so called self-calibration during which
single Fourier modes from the sky are measured redundantly [12]. The required sensitivity
is ensured by two arrays of 1024 pixels of Transition Edge Sensors (992 of which exposed
to radiation) cooled down at ∼300mK. The sensitivity to polarization is ensured by the
presence of a rotating Half-Wave Plate (HWP) followed by a polarizing wire grid.
2 QUBIC instrument
A drawing of the QUBIC cryostat is shown in Fig. 1. The signal from the sky is detected after
having gone through several optical components, all located within the QUBIC cryostat.
Radiation goes through a vacuum window, a rotating HWP, a polarizing wire grid, an array
of 400 back-to-back corrugated horns, a dual mirror beam-combiner, a dichroic filter able
to separate the two QUBIC observational bands, thermal and band-pass quasi-optical filters
on each of the thermal stages of the cryostat, and then is detected by two arrays of TESs.
Differently from classical imagers, in QUBIC radiation is blocked by the array of corrugated
horns, after which a two mirrors beam combiner focuses radiation into the detectors array.
The result is that QUBIC act as synthetic imager which detects the convolution between the
sky brightness and the synthesized beam of each pixel of the instrument.
2.1 Cryogenics
The cryogenic system of QUBIC is based on the use of a large (1.4m×1.55m[h]) aluminum
vacuum shell, with shape and structure optimized for withstanding the stress of atmospheric
pressure outside the cryostat. Two pulse tube (PT) mechanical cryocoolers, allow us to cool
a large volume (∼ 1m3) at 4K with 0.9W cooling power each. The vacuum window is a
50cm diameter, 20mm thick Ultra High Molecular Weight (UHMW) polyethylene window.
The two PT ensure a first thermal stage of ∼40K and a second stage at ∼4K to which are
connected radiation shields coated with multi layer insulation (MLI). A 4He closed cycle
evaporation refrigerator allows us to cool to ∼1K an additional shield in which the beam-
combiner and the dichroic filter are hosted (1K box). The 1K box is mounted on the 4K stage
through a carbon fibre hexapod assembly to ensure mechanical robustness and thermal iso-
lation. During cool-down, in order to reduce operation times, a combination of a mechanical
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Fig. 1 3D rendering cut of the QUBIC cryostat with internal parts highlighted.
heat switch and two convective heat switches are used until the 1K box temperature reaches
4K. A 3He+4He (7He) closed cycle evaporation refrigerators are used to cool down at 0.3K
the detector arrays, including their pass-band filters and proximity read-out electronics [7].
2.2 Optics
During its path toward the TES array of detectors, radiation encounters a set of 400 co-
aligned primary horns. They represent the array of apertures of the interferometer. The horns
are fabricated using the platelets technique (see e.g. [8]). Each aperture is a back-to-back
double horn with a RF switch between the two, allowing us to block radiation on a single
aperture basis and effectively to exclude single baselines. The back horns illuminate a double
mirror beam-combiner after which a dichroic filter reflects radiation toward the 220GHz
array and transmits radiation toward the 150GHz array of detectors.
The sensitivity to polarization is ensured by means of a rotating HWP, followed by a
polarizing wire-grid: a Stokes polarimeter. The stepped rotation of the HWP is generated
by an external stepper motor and is then transmitted on the top of the 4K stage, where the
device is placed, through a magnetic joint, a fiberglass tube, and a set of pulleys. The signal
D measured at time t by a detector p on the focal plane is:
D(p,ν , t) = G[SI(p,ν)+ cos(4φHWP(t))SQ(p,ν)+ sin(4φHWP(t))SU (p,ν)] (2)
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where ν is the frequency, φHWP is the angle of the HWP at time t, and G is an overall cal-
ibration constant that takes into account the efficiency of the optical chain. The three terms
SI,Q,U represent the sky signal in intensity and polarization convolved with the so-called syn-
thesized beam (see eq. 3). One of the key features of QUBIC is its spectral capability, which
allows the synthesized beam falling on the detector arrays to be separated into sub-bands
of the instrument’s bandwidths. This effect can be used monitor the spectral dependence of
different signals in the sky, and to mitigate non-idealities related to HWP performance over
the bandwidth using a narrow band artificial source during the self-calibration.
2.3 Detection chain
Each focal plane is composed of four 256-pixels arrays of NbxSi1−x TESs with a critical
temperature of ∼500mK. QUBIC TESs are optimized for a 5-50pW background suspend-
ing the absorbers and the thermistors on a 500nm thin SiN membrane, resulting in a thermal
conductivity between 50 and 500pW/K. The total noise equivalent power (NEP) of these
detectors is ∼ 5× 10−17W/Hz0.5, with a time constant between 10 and 100ms. The two
thermistor ends are routed to the edge of the wafer by means of superconducting Al lines,
and connected via wire-bonds to the front-end electronics. The TESs are voltage-biased to
exploit strong electrothermal feedback. The readout is based on SQ600S1 SQUIDs which al-
low for 128:1 time-domain multiplexing, using cryogenic ASIC low noise amplifiers. Details
of the fabrication of the TESs and of the entire detection chain of the QUBIC experiment
can be found in these proceedings ([9, 10]).
3 QUBIC as a Bolometric Interferometer
QUBIC experiment can be considered a Fizeau interferometer. In a Fizeau interferometer an
array of apertures (the back-to-back horns) intercept the incoming radiation and each aper-
ture illuminates the entire detector array. Each horn pair produces an interference (fringe)
pattern defining a baseline and effectively selecting a Fourier mode in the sky. The sum of
all baselines arising from the fields radiated from each horn pair defines the sensitivity to
radiation coming from different directions of the sky (the synthesized beam, see Fig. 2, left).
The synthetic image is then the convolution between the sky brightness and the synthesized
beam of each pixel of the instrument (Bpsynth), so the expected signal at the detector p is:
SX (p) =
∫
X(n̂)Bpsynth(n̂)dn̂ (3)
being X(n̂) the observed sky brightness whose polarized component will be modulated by
the HWP rotation. The synthesized beam shape differs from those of standard imagers. The
150GHz beam has a primary maximum, with 0.54◦ Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM),
and secondary maxima offset by 8.5◦ from the central maximum. In addition, the effective
synthesized beam depends on the frequency of the incident light demonstrating the spectral
capability of an experiment as QUBIC (see Fig. 2, left). In Fig. 2 we show the measured syn-
thesized beam for one of the pixels of the Technological Demonstrator (TD) of the QUBIC
instrument, compared to the theory (neglecting aberration effects). The QUBIC-TD consists
of a reduced array of 64 back-to-back horns and one-quarter of the 150GHz TES array. It
1 https://starcryo.com/
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Fig. 2 Left: Synthesized beam for the central pixel at 140 and 160 GHz. The separation between primary and
secondary maxima depends on the frequency of the signal demonstrating the spectral capability of QUBIC
within each spectral bandwidth. Center/Right: Measured (centre) and simulated (right) synthesized beam of
one of the detectors (93rd ) in the 150GHz array of the TD. Each map shows 200x200 pixels with 10’/pixel
on the sky.
is currently being calibrated in the AstroParticle and Cosmology laboratory (APC), in Paris
(see Fig. 3 for assembling and parts examples). The TD uses the same cryostat and 1K box
of the complete module, but has a reduced focal plane and horn array.
Fig. 3 From left to right: the cryogenic parts of the QUBIC detection chain; the TD array of 64+64 back-to-
back horns interfaced with their switches; the integrated 1K box; cryostat assembly of the radiation shields.
4 Operations
QUBIC will be deployed in Argentina, at the Alto Chorrillos mountain site (4869 m a.s.l.)
near San Antonio de los Cobres, in the Salta province at the end of 2019. The forecasted and
monitored zenith optical depth in Alto Chorrillos at 210GHz, is <0.1 for 50% of the year and
<0.2 for 85% of the year. Despite the fact that lower optical depths can be found in extreme
observational sites like Dome C (see e.g. [11]), the easier access and logistics have been
considered to trade off performance and observation time, taking into account the fact that
atmospheric emission is not polarized, and that an interferometer like QUBIC intrinsically
rejects large-scale atmospheric gradients, which produce most of the atmospheric noise.
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An alt-azimuthal mount will enable the pointing and the scanning. QUBIC will be able
to rotate 360◦ in azimuth, from 30◦ to 70◦ in elevation, and 15◦ around the optical axis, with
a pointing accuracy better than 20”. A forebaffle with 1m length and 14◦ aperture will be
used to reduce radiation from unwanted sources by more than 20dB in directions between
20◦ and 40◦ away from the optical axis, and more than 40dB beyond. A ground shield will
also be included to minimize the brightness contrast between the sky and the ground.
QUBIC will scan the sky at constant elevation over low-dust regions in the southern
hemisphere, including the BICEP2 region (RA = 0◦, dec =−57◦) and the Planck clean field
(RA = 8.7◦, dec =−41.7◦). When observed from Alto Chorrillos, the centers of these two
regions change their elevation in the range 30◦−60◦ and 30◦−70◦ respectively, matching
the allowed elevation range for the operation of the PTs. The instrument will typically scan
in azimuth around the center of the selected field with a typical azimuth range of ±15◦, and
a speed ∼1◦/s. The elevation is updated after typically 10 scans to track the elevation of the
center of the field. At the end of each scan the HWP is stepped by 15◦. Additionally, QUBIC
is rotated in steps around its optical axis (bore-sight axis) to monitor systematic effects. This
scanning strategy allows QUBIC to cover ∼1% of the whole sky in 24h.
During observations, QUBIC will alternate two operation modes: self-calibration and
sky measurement. The self-calibration is used to select equivalent baselines (horn pairs that
are at the same distance and with the same orientation in the array, that should produce
the same fringe pattern on the focal planes) by using the RF switches. We will use, for
the self-calibration source, a microwave synthesizer able to radiate a typical power of few
mW through a feedhorn with a well-known beam, and a low level of cross-polarization. It
will generate tunable quasi-monochromatic signals and will be located in the far-field of the
interferometer. Observing a partially polarized calibration artificial source during this self-
calibration procedure, we can recover instrument parameters, including systematic effects,
well constrained if sufficient integration time is used for the self-calibration, since the accu-
racy of recovered parameters is only limited by photon noise. As shown by Bigot-Sazy et
al. [12], it is possible to reduce the impact of E-modes into B-modes leakage due to instru-
mental systematics, optimizing the observation time for each test baseline. This control of
systematics, and the sensitivity of TES’, allow QUBIC to push down the current limits on
the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r, to r < 0.01 at 95%CL assuming two years of integration time
over a sky patch similar to the BICEP2 one, an efficiency of 30% related to the site qual-
ity, and 50% duty cycle between observations and (self-)calibration, marginalizing over the
foregrounds with the available frequency coverage.
5 Conclusions
QUBIC is a novel experiment aiming to measure the B-modes of the polarization of the
CMB. It combines the sensitivity of TES bolometers with the control of systematic ef-
fects typical of interferometers. The TD has already been integrated and is in the process
of calibration, with very satisfactory preliminary results. We forecast the installation of the
instrument in Argentina at the end of 2019. This will path the way for a new generation of
instruments in the field of CMB polarimetry.
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